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From Isis and Horus in the Delta to Mary and Jesus in Ireland
Lloyd D. Graham, Sydney
The historiola of an ancient Egyptian spell (AEMT 90) describes how Isis becomes a fugitive to
protect her unborn/young son Horus from Seth, the murderer of her brother/husband Osiris. As her
travel-group seeks refuge in the Nile Delta, a noblewoman’s inhospitality to the unexpected visitors
results in her young son being stung by Isis’s scorpion escort; however, the goddess takes pity on
him and uses an incantation to assuage his pain and save his life. Christian equivalents of this spell
– probably derivatives, but now framed around disguised holy men who inflict other ailments on
members of the unwelcoming household and then cure them – have long circulated in southern and
central Europe as folk-charms. This paper strengthens the case for a genetic relationship between
the Egyptian spell and the European charms. It also highlights the existence of an Irish-language
counterpart to the continental charms which is unusually close to the Egyptian prototype; in it, the
protagonists are a wandering Virgin Mary and her young son Jesus. Some Irish variants even return
the historiola’s setting to Egypt, where – in a striking parallel with Isis’s circumstance – Mary
seeks to protect her infant son from the murderous Herod. The parallels between the Egyptian and
Irish embodiments attest to the cohesion and latent unity of the Egyptian/European corpus of this
charm-type as a whole – a family line in which the underpinning tale-type eventually recapitulates
the configuration of the ancestral Ur-Tale.

Introduction
This paper opens by considering an ancient Egyptian spell to cure the sting of a scorpion or
the bite of a venomous snake.1 The spell can be divided into three sections: initially, a
historiola drawn from the Isis-Horus complex; then an incantation section (which arises
naturally from the narrative and contains the direct commands of Isis to the venom); and,
finally, instructions to the ritualist as to how to dress the wound. The spell was clearly
popular in Late Period/Ptolemaic Egypt as at least eight independent attestations of its text
have survived.2
The remainder of the paper is concerned with the further trajectory of this ancient Egyptian
spell, which appears to have been assimilated into the Christian folk-charm repertoire of
Europe – firstly in the Mediterranean area, the Balkans and Hungary, and ultimately in
northwestern Europe. Although this type of charm is largely absent from western continental
Europe,3 it is very popular in Ireland, where it is used to treat adult colic.4 As the Irish charm
preserves more features of the Egyptian prototype than any of its counterparts from
continental Europe, and as Egyptian influences upon Irish art, literature and religion have
been posited by many scholars, it is necessary to ask whether a Coptic form of the Egyptian
spell might have made its way directly from Egypt to Ireland.
Either way, the Irish charm should hold considerable curiosity value for scholars of ancient
and early Christian Egypt, and it is from the perspective of Egyptology and Coptology that
the data are analysed. The Irish charm is unique among the European corpus of this charmKlasens (1952); Borghouts (1978), 59-62 (No. 90) = AEMT 90.
Klasens (1952), 2.
3
In this paper, the expression “continental Europe” includes the European mainland and Mediterranean islands
such as Sicily and Crete; the term is intended to contrast with the island nations that lie off the northwestern
coast of mainland Europe, i.e. Britain and Ireland (“insular Europe”).
4
Hillers (2019), 82-83.
1
2
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type in replacing Isis and Horus with Mary and Jesus, an interesting substitution in view of
the known similarities between these mother-and-son pairs. As we shall see, some Irish
variants even return the historiola to an Egyptian setting – one in which King Herod plays a
very similar role to Seth.
The ancient Egyptian spell
The historiola associated with this ancient Egyptian spell to cure envenomation5 – that is,
poisoning by insect-sting, arachnid-sting/bite or snakebite – describes an episode that befalls
Isis as she seeks refuge in the Nile Delta, to which she has fled in order to protect Horus
from Seth.6 Versions of the text – or portions thereof – survive on the Metternich Stela (4th
century BCE),7 the Socle Béhague (ca. 3rd century BCE),8 three Horus cippi in Cairo, Leiden
and Baltimore,9 two statues guerisseuses in Paris and Beirut,10 and P. Hay 9961 (4th century
BCE or earlier).11 Parallel transcriptions, accompanied by an annotated translation and
detailed commentary, are conveniently provided by Adolf Klasens in his publication of the
eleven spells inscribed on the Socle Béhague, in which the one that concerns us is Spell I.12
A composite translation is provided as Spell 90 in Borghouts’s Ancient Egyptian Magical
Texts (AEMT 90).13
The historiola, which doubles as a morality tale,14 may be summarised as follows.15 Seth has
murdered Isis’s brother/husband Osiris and is now seeking to kill the latter’s son and heir,
Horus, who seemingly is still in utero. At Thoth’s instigation, the (presumably pregnant) Isis
flees from the weaving-house where Seth has confined her; she is assisted in her escape by
an escort of seven scorpions. The travelling party arrives at the edge of the Nile Delta. They
need shelter, but a noblewoman who sees them coming shuts her house against them. In
contrast, a poor marsh-girl who lives nearby opens her hovel and welcomes the visitors
inside. The noblewoman’s inhospitality is avenged by the scorpions, who combine their
venom and sting the noblewoman’s young son. Isis takes pity on the suffering boy and uses
her magic to expel the venom by way of a specific incantation; this adjures the poison to fall
downward into the earth and (in the case of the Metternich Stela, repeatedly) commands I
anx nxn mwt mtw.t, “May the child live and the poison die.” After her son has been saved by
Isis, the wealthy woman feels remorse for her lack of charity and atones by bringing her
possessions to Isis and filling the marsh-girl’s shanty with these items. When the historiola
ends, the spell concludes with an instruction to the ritualist to make a poultice of barleybread kneaded with salt (and perhaps garlic), which should be applied to the wound.

5

On Egyptian historiolae, see Frankfurter (2017).
Borghouts (1978), 59-62 (AEMT 90).
7
New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art 50.85; Metropolitan Museum of Art (n.d.).
8
Leiden: Rijksmuseum van Oudheden F 1950/8.2. Date from Klasens (1952), 2.
9
Cairo: Egyptian Museum CG 9404. Leiden: Rijksmuseum van Oudheden A 1053. Baltimore: Walters Art
Museum, published by Steindorff (1946), 166-167 & Pl. 108 (No. 735).
10
Paris: Louvre E 10777. Beirut: Musée National de Beyrouth, published by Pierre Montet (1928), 249ဨ252 &
Pls. 152ဨ153 (No. 948).
11
London: British Museum EA 9961,2. Date from Trismegistos (n.d.).
12
Klasens (1952), Spell I: 9-20 (parallel transcripts of hieroglyphic texts), 52-53 (translation), 64-78
(commentary) & Pls. I-II (photographs of the text on the Socle Béhague).
13
Borghouts (1978), 59-62.
14
Klasens (1952), 66; Kitchen (1957).
15
Borghouts (1978), 59-62; Klasens (1952), 52-53 & 64.
6
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In the historiola, Isis is fleeing to Khemmis, the Delta location where Horus is born.16
Thoth’s address to Isis at the start of the narrative recommends that she “conceal herself with
the young boy Horus;”17 while this could easily be a prophetic reference to future events, it
could equally mean that Horus had already been born. Perhaps he had; some narratives have
Isis leave the young Horus in Khemmis, to which she returns in haste in a subsequent
journey18 – potentially the one narrated in the spell.19 On the other hand, AEMT 90 lacks any
sense of a new mother being anxious for her absent, hunted child. Moreover, as Seth had
confined Isis in the weaving-house so that she would make Osiris’s mummy-cloth,20 her
escape from there would seem to relate to a time soon after Osiris’s death, and thus to a time
soon after Horus’s conception.21 Isis is being carried on a palanquin, which is consistent with
her being pregnant;22 moreover, she describes Seth as searching for her rather than for his
true target, Horus, and urges caution “until we have arrived [r pH=n, plural] at hiding-places
[r kAp.w, plural] in Khemmis.”23
Ultimately, the two flights to Khemmis probably constitute a mythological doublet, and the
narrative’s ambivalence as to which journey is intended commend an ancient Egyptian
“both/and” perspective over a modern Western “either/or” one.24 Whether Horus is still
gestating or already in hiding at Khemmis, the noblewoman’s young son clearly anticipates
and stands in for the Horus-child,25 who is prone to being bitten and stung by venomous
creatures and therefore repeatedly needs to be healed by Isis’s magic.26 The equivalence of
the two sons is obvious from the fact that each instance of “May the child live and the poison
die” is invariably followed by “Then Horus will be healed for his mother Isis, then the
sufferer will be healed in the same manner.”27 The precipitating event in the narrative is a
scorpion sting, but the spell is also effective against snakebite because, as Isis says, “all
biting snakes listen to me. […] Fall down, mouth of the biting one, at the words of Isis, the
goddess.”28 The alliteration within each half of the bipartite wish “May the child live and the
poison die” – anx nxn and mwt mtw.t – is presumably no accident, adding performative
impact to the divine injunction.
Robert Ritner has shown that the seven scorpions that escort Isis are most likely projections
of Isis herself; these entities figure variously as (or at least overlap with) the Seven-Slayers
of Selqet, the Seven Hathors, the Seven Daughters of Re, and the seven Wives of Horus.29
16

Klasens (1952), 69.
Borghouts (1978), 59.
The haste is indicated by the New Kingdom papyrus P. Med. Lond. 14:8-12; Klasens (1952), 68-69.
19
Klasens (1952), 69.
20
Klasens (1952), 68; Borghouts (1978), 59 & 103 (n. 91).
21
Lichtheim (1976), 83; Smith (2017), 6.
22
Klasens (1952), 71 fn. 70. Travelling in a litter simply as a mark of high status would be inconsistent with
Isis’s repeated priority of not attracting attention on the road. It is also at odds with Isis’s description of her
post-partum “position at Chemmis, a beggar-woman, chased away from her town” [Klasens (1952), 57 & 77]
who then (in AEMT 91) “wandered to Im [another Delta location] begging all the while, for fear of the evildoer” [Klasens (1952), 54 & 83; Borghouts (1978), 62].
23
Borghouts (1978), 61. If Horus is already at Khemmis, one would expect Isis to say “until I have reached the
hiding-place at Khemmis” or “until I have been reunited with my son.”
24
As with Klasens, who claims to favour the idea that AEMT 90 refers to the second journey [Klasens (1952),
69-70] while simultaneously interpreting the spell’s itinerary in terms of the first one [Klasens (1952), 73].
25
Klasens (1952), 74.
26
E.g. AEMT 91-94 & 96; Borghouts (1978), 62-72.
27
Klasens (1952), 53; Borghouts (1978), 61-62.
28
Klasens (1952), 53; Borghouts (1978), 61.
29
Ritner (1998); also Klasens (1952), 65 for the identification of the seven scorpions as manifestations of Isis.
17
18
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Elements of the spell and of the underpinning Isis-Horus complex have survived and
travelled well beyond their original pharaonic context.30 For example, the wives of Horus
feature cryptically in Greek Magical Papyri, in one case with a Syrian attribution (PGM
XX); the name of one scorpion-wife (4pr=tw-n=s, Sepertuenes) appears in a mixed EgyptianNorthwest Semitic incantation, while that of another (6A-BiT.t, Ta-Bitchet) seems to be partly
Semitic in origin – data which collectively see Ritner “suggesting an early spread of these
legends” beyond Egypt.31 As an ensemble, the Wives of Horus carry over in cryptic form
into Coptic love-spells of the 6-7th centuries CE.32 Ta-Bitchet may well underpin the Tabitha
who appears in the Apocalypse of Elijah, a Coptic text popular in Egypt during the 4th
century CE,33 and also the Tabithia in P. London Hay 10391, a Coptic magical papyrus of
the 6-7th centuries CE.34 In passing, I would suggest that a shared connection with garments
and garment-making may have assisted the confounding of Ta-Bitchet and the Coptic
Tabitha and Tabithia with the Tabitha of Acts 9:36-42.35
As outlined in the Introduction, the remainder of this paper will be concerned with the
further trajectory of the ancient Egyptian spell, which appears to have been assimilated into
the Christian folk-charm repertoire of Europe
Counterparts from southern and central Europe
Christian equivalents to AEMT 90 have long circulated in southern and central Europe as
folk-charms for a variety of ailments. These charms are known to be of great antiquity.36 In
their historiolae, the protagonists now are a monk or a mendicant Jesus who inflicts and then
cures digestive problems (Greece), a saint or Jesus in disguise who inflicts and then cures
stomach-ache (southern Italy),37 or an itinerant Jesus and St. Peter who inflict and then cure a
neck swelling, backache, or pain in the side, chest or breasts (Hungary).38 The charm is
particularly popular in Hungary, where over 500 versions have been recorded.39 Romanian,
Croatian and Serbian versions also exist, but are less common.40
A typical example of the Hungarian charm involves Jesus and St. Peter as impoverished
travellers who are in need of shelter. They arrive, incognito, at the house of a kindly man
whose hard-hearted wife will only grant them a bed of wattle (i.e., interwoven slender
branches and twigs) and a pillow of stone for the night. Jesus retaliates for the shabby
welcome by causing acute pain in the uncharitable woman’s neck, breast, back or limbs.
30

Klasens (1952), 64.
Ritner (1988), 1036 fns. 58-59 & 1040.
32
Ritner (1988), 1040-1041 (ACM 72): similarly Meyer & Smith (1994), 94-95 (ACM 48).
33
Ritner (1988), 1041 fn. 96; Frankfurter (1990); Frankfurter (2018), 212-215 & 217.
34
Frankfurter (1990), 15-17.
35
Ta-Bitchet helps Isis escape from the spinning-house where Seth has forced her to weave a shroud for Osiris
[Borghouts (1978), 59 & 103 fn. 91; Klasens (1952), 68], but is in fact an aspect of the goddess herself
[Ritner (1988), 1037-1038; Frankfurter (1990), 23]; the Tabitha of the Apocalypse will “put on her garment
of linen” [Frankfurter (1990), 13]; Tabithia is invoked by her garments in the spell from P. London Hay
10391 [Frankfurter (1990), 15-16]; and the main attribute of the New Testament Tabitha is that she made
garments for others as acts of charity (Acts 9:36-39). Frankfurter uses the garment connection to link only the
Tabitha of the Apocalypse with the magical Tabithia, an overlap that he extends to include Isis on the basis
that “that in Egypt the linen garment was the ritual garb of priests of Isis;” Frankfurter (1990), 16.
36
Editorial comments to Ní Chaslaigh (1931); Ó Cianáin (1931).
37
Dömötör (1972) 24-25; De Martino (2001), 23-24.
38
Dömötör (1972), 21 & 23-24; Pócs (2014), 895.
39
Hillers (2019), 82; Ilyefalvi (2017), 45.
40
Pócs (2014), 895; Passalis (2019), 377 fn. 12.
31
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Later Jesus heals her with an incantation, often reluctantly and only in response to Peter’s
pleas. The incantation, which reprises the events of the historiola, includes a mantra-like
mention of a “kind husband, cruel woman; bed of wattle, pillow of stone.”41 Some translators
use “rushes” in place of “wattle;”42 in Italy and Greece, the bedding may be vines or straw.43
Tekla Dömötör, the Hungarian folklorist who first recognised the similarity of these
European charms to their Egyptian antecedent, posed the question:44
[A]re the Ancient Egyptian, the Italian, and the Hungarian types genetically connected or have
they independent origins? Both alternatives are possible. The Hungarian and the Italian variant
are certainly connected, the repetition of [the] good man, bad woman moment proves this, but a
connection between the Italian and the Ancient Egyptian variants, via Hellenistic ones, is also
imaginable. This type of faith healing charm is among those which also contain a moral caution
in addition to the imitative magic involved, and there are not too many of those. […] The magic
formulae can often survive changes of religion and language. […] The survival of a certain type
over a period of two and a half thousand years need not therefore cause any special surprise.

In support of a direct linkage, Dömötör did not go beyond these remarks; her view was that
“The resemblance lies in the story line of the introduction [i.e., historiola] which one might
sum up as the disguised deity’s search for shelter,” a theme which she admitted was common
to a wide variety of myths, legends, ballads and plays.45 Indeed, in the Aarne/Thompson/
Uther index of folktale motifs, category Q1.1 – whose distribution extends from Europe to
India and Japan – is titled: “Gods (saints) in disguise reward hospitality and punish
inhospitality. Usually the hospitable person is poor, the inhospitable rich.”46 The exact motif
of AEMT 90 is not present in the database, with the closest match – “Punishment of a Bad
Woman”47 (AT 750C, formerly AT 473)48 – having the itinerant guest turn the unkind wife
into a cow.49
In her 2014 book on central European folk-charms, Ráolvasások: GyĦjtemény Legújabb
Korból (1851–2012), Hungarian folklorist Eva Pócs rightly credited Dömötör for connecting
the southern/central European charms with the Egyptian antecedent.50 To this recognition she
appended a single tantalising claim, which translates: “In addition to the parallels [of
Dömötör’s] in southern Italy, we can mention additional Sicilian ones, which are as close in
content to the Egyptian as to the Hungarian texts.”51 No details were given, but a reference
pointed to a 1953 compendium of Sicilian incantation-charms.52 One might therefore expect
to find in this book unmistakable examples of the “missing link,” i.e. charms poised midway
between the ancient Egyptian spell and the Christian charms of mainland Europe, but in
reality the Sicilian charms are very close to the ones from mainland Italy already cited by
Dömötör.53 As in the mainland Italian and Greek versions, unpleasant food and drink –
41

Dömötör (1972), 22-24; Ilyefalvi (2017), 45.
Dömötör (1972).
43
E.g. Bonomo (1978), 106-113; De Martino (2001), 24; Pócs (2014), 896; Passalis (2019), 381, 383 & 385;
44
Dömötör (1972), 35.
45
Dömötör (1972), 27.
46
Urban (n.d.)
47
Perez (n.d.)
48
Dömötör (1972), 22.
49
Aarne & Thompson (1971), 76.
50
Pócs (2014), 895.
51
Pócs (2014), 895; translated from Hungarian by the present author.
52
Pócs (2014), 912 fn. 5, citing Bonomo (1953/1978), 107-120. The most relevant material is in Bonomo (1978),
106-113.
53
Also to mainland charms from the Abruzzo region; de Nino (1887), 209-211; Bonomo (1978), 108-109.
42
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followed by uncomfortable bedding – are provided to a traveller (usually Jesus) by a kind
man’s churlish wife, whom the guest rewards with stomach-ache and then cures before
leaving.54 The curative saying begins with “l’omu bonu, la femmina ria” or equivalent
(“good man, bad woman”), and then recites specifics of the poor food and drink (e.g., fishbones, burnt focaccia, mouldy bread, sour wine), and the bedding is also criticised (e.g., “wet
ground, scattered straw”).55 Like most of its counterparts from the southern mainland, there
is no mention of the stone pillow that is emphasised further north in central Europe;56
attention is instead directed to the food and drink. Of Isis, Horus, scorpions, snakes, the
noblewoman, her son or the marsh-girl there is no trace.
Although no commentator has yet pointed them out, there are in fact some idiosyncrasies
which support the idea that the European charms are derived from the Egyptian spell. These
will be addressed in the next two sections.
Origins and inter-relationships
A key feature that supports the idea that the European charms are derived from the Egyptian
spell (AEMT 90) is as follows. In the Egyptian story, it is the uncharitable noblewoman’s
young son who is stung, not the miscreant herself, and in one of the two dominant Greek
versions – the one associated with Megara – it is again the uncharitable housewife’s young
son who is afflicted with the illness (in this case, diarrhea).57 In a variant from Crete, it is the
housewife’s benevolent husband who falls ill with abdominal pain.58 As usual, all victims are
cured by the mercy of the divine but unrecognised traveller (Isis or Jesus). Of course, Crete
is a likely staging point between Egypt and Greece, and Megara – located on the southern
coast of Greece, near Athens – is one of the closest parts of the European mainland to Egypt.
Between the two lie the tiny islands of Milos and Kea, where the charm again has Jesus heal
the churlish housewife’s sick child.59 The most common Greek version of the charm, though,
lacks the inconsistency whereby the sufferer is an innocent relative of the mean-spirited
woman; there, the disease afflicts the hard-hearted housewife herself.60 However, the
principle lectio difficilior potior – “the more difficult reading is the stronger”61 – suggests the
temporal priority of those versions in which a blameless member of the household is made to
suffer for the woman’s misdeeds.
The versions from Italy and Hungary also follow the expected or conventional course of
justice/revenge in which the illness is visited on the uncharitable housewife herself.62 But
even here, there may be slight echoes of the Egyptian antecedent. First, Isis’s escort of seven
54

Bonomo (1978), 106-113.
Bonomo (1978), 109-111; Magia Pratica (2012); Del Borrello (2017); Preghiere e Scongiuri Popolari Siciliani
(2020).
56
The stone pillow is not entirely absent from the south, however. For example, it is found in Greek versions
from Milos and Kea; Víchos (1960); Spyridákis (1960).
57
Passalis (2019), 383. In a Cantabrian novella called The Redemption of Accia, Jesus-the-traveller cures the
unwelcoming housewife’s stomach-ache with the usual incantation and then rescues her young daughter from
the woman’s pre-existing pact with the devil. So here, too, we see the traveller rescue the innocent young
child of the house, albeit in a heterogeneous story that contains foreign motifs; Bonomo (1978), 112-113.
58
Passalis (2019), 384.
59
Víchos (1960); Spyridákis (1960); Passalis (2019), 384. In these versions, Jesus does not need to inflict the
illness on the child as it is already sick when he arrives.
60
Passalis (2019), 384.
61
Beal (2008).
62
Dömötör (1972), 22-25; Ilyefalvi (2017), 59-66.
55
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scorpions – who have functional overlaps with the “seven demons of illness”63 – have
potential counterparts in a Hungarian version where the protagonist (St. Anthony) sets out
with his seven sons and seven daughters and seventy-seven kinds of grandchildren, all
emblematic of lesions and disease.64 Second, it is one of the scorpions in Isis’s travelling
party who stings the noblewoman’s child, and in some of the Italian and Hungarian charms it
is again one of the holy travellers who deliberately inflicts the disease.65 Third, in some
mainland Italian charms, the housewife pours water on the floor of her house;66 this is now
done out of spite, to soak the straw on which the poor guest is lying, but is reminiscent of the
need to pour cooling water on the feverish boy in the Egyptian spell, which is followed by the
statement that “rain poured down into the house of the distinguished Lady.”67 The Italian
charms sometimes even describe the guest as sleeping under water.68 Fourth, there is dissent
among the travellers as to whether or not to show mercy – just as Isis decides to oppose the
action of her scorpion escort and intervenes to save the suffering child, the Hungarian
historiola often has St. Peter successfully petition a reluctant Jesus to allow the woman’s
suffering to end.69 Fifth, the Egyptian spell and some Sicilian charms make it clear that the
rescue is effected for the sake of the innocent party (the stung boy / kindly husband) and not
out of pity for the distress of his uncharitable mother/wife.70 Sixth, the Hungarian and
Romanian spells are frequently used to treat neck, throat and tonsil problems,71 just as in the
Egyptian one “Isis put her arms on the boy, to restore life to the one whose throat was
oppressed.”72 Seventh, in some Hungarian versions, the incantation adjures: “May the pain go
down under the ground! […] May the pain go underground!”73 or “Let Him [God] take this
illness into the earth,”74 which is reminiscent of Isis’s commands to the venom of her scorpion
escorts: “Poison of Tfn, come, go out to the earth! […] Poison of Bfn, come, go out to the
earth! […] Fall down, poison of Mstt!”75
More speculatively, we might add to the foregoing list an eighth overlap which relates to the
recipe at the end of the Egyptian spell – the coda which specifies that a mixture of bread and
salt should be applied to the wound as a poultice,76 just as the Mesopotamians would apply
dough.77 Similarly, versions of the Hungarian and Romanian spells repeatedly invoke
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Bozóky (2013), 102-103. As female envenomers, they are particularly close to the “seven fever-sisters”
mentioned in medieval charms from western Europe [Bozóky (2013), 103 fn. 4] and the corresponding
tresavitsi of Slavic nations, the seven (or twelve) daughters of Herod/Satan [Tsonkova (2015), 101-107].
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Ilyefalvi (2017), 66.
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De Martino (2001), 23; Dömötör (1972), 24-25; Pócs (2014), 897.
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Bonomo (1978), 106-107.
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Borhgouts (1978), 60. The origin of this statement in metaphor is discussed in the next section.
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Dömötör (1972), 25; Bonomo (1978), 107 & 109.
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Dömötör (1972), 23; Ilyefalvi (2017), 59-60. Sometimes Peter opposes the healing while Jesus favours it; Pócs
(2014), 898. In some Greek versions, the role of petitioner is assumed by the benevolent husband of the
uncharitable woman; Passalis (2019), 383 & 385.
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Klasens (1952), 52; Borghouts (1978), 60; Bonomo (1978), 111.
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Dömötör (1972), 23; Pócs (2014), 895, 897 (Nos. 1.2-1.3), 899 (No. 3), 902-903 (Nos. 9 & 11.1-11.2), 905906 (Nos. 17-18 & 21), 908-909 (No. 23), 910-912 (Nos. 25.4-25.5 & 27-28.1).
72
Borghouts (1978), 61.
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Ilyefalvi (2017), 61.
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Dömötör (1972), 23.
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Borghouts (1978), 61. The casting out of diseases into the earth is of course an ancient trope and not unique to
these examples; Bonomo (1978), 114.
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Nims (1954); Borghouts (1978), 62.
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Dough is routinely applied to scorpion-stings in Akkadian spells; George (2016) 4-6, 48, 114, 115 & 164-165
(No. 30c,d).
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“porridge with no salt,”78 another refers to “a bread of stone,”79 and yet another to “raw grain,
unbaked scones;”80 the Greek stories, too, usually involve bread and/or boiled grains.81 While
these are typically examples of the poor hospitality shown to the traveller-guests – fish-bones
are often the meal provided in Italian versions82 – they also recapitulate the ingredients of the
Egyptian poultice (grain-based paste, salt). Some Italian versions shift the cereal to the
bedding, stating that it consisted of “Straws of barley and straws of grain.”83 Romanian
versions of the charm make repeated references to “bread-rolls of barley,”84 which are
reminiscent of the Egyptian spell’s calls for “bread of barley.”85 One Romanian version
instructs: “The healer puts a cross on himself and the patient: ‘... seven garlic cloves,
breadcrumbs, seven pieces of salt, knead it, read it, put a cross on it;’”86 which makes a
particularly interesting comparison with the Egyptian: “The heat of garlic will drive out the
burning pain from the body. This spell is to be said over bread of barley, kneaded with salt.
To recite, and a bandage to be made over it.”87 In both cases, we have the mention of garlic,
bread, salt, kneading, reading/reciting the spell, and spiritual/physical sealing – all in
essentially the same order.
A recurring characteristic of the southern/central European charms is the nexus of bread (as
mentioned above) and a stone, the latter typically being the pillow provided by the hardhearted housewife for the holy traveller. Dömötör actually titles the Hungarian charm
Christ’s stone,88 and – as noted above – a key refrain in the incantation reads “bed of wattle,
pillow of stone.”89 As we have seen, one version even cites “a bread of stone.” These
combinations cannot fail to elucidate intertextual memories of Luke 11:11-12, “If a son shall
ask bread of any of you that is a father, will he give him a stone? Or if he ask a fish, will he
for a fish give him a serpent? Or if he shall ask an egg, will he offer him a scorpion?”90
While it may just be coincidence, it is curious that Jesus’s warning against inhospitable
actions should connect the components of the Christian charms (bread, a stone, fish) with the
very dangers addressed by the Egyptian spell (snakes, scorpions). Jesus’s own relationship
with snakes and scorpions will be addressed below in a later section.
Continuity and change
One noticeable continuity between the Egyptian and southern/central European historiolae is
that the misfortune to the host is of the same nature as the insult to the traveller. In the Greek
charms, “the negative description of the housewife is related to the fact that she usually
withholds the main meal of the family and offers the guest some poor quality food […] The
78

Ilyefalvi (2017), 62 (twice); Pócs (2014), 903 (No. 11.2), 906 (No. 20), 909 (Nos. 23 & 25.1), 911 (No. 27).
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Ilyefalvi (2017), 66.
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E.g., Dömötör (1972), 25; Bonomo (1978), 109 & 111.
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consequence and punishment for such behaviour is the appearance of a disease which is
related, not at all randomly, to food consumption, and it concerns abdominal problems, pain
or even diarrhea.”91 The same is true of the Italian charms.92 In the Hungarian ones, the stone
pillow for Jesus is rewarded by a swelling on the housewife’s neck, or the uncomfortable bed
of wattle/rushes is repaid by pains in the woman’s back, chest or breast, or else by pains,
sprains or twists in the bones of the limbs.93 In the Egyptian historiola, I would point out that
the linkage between insult and punishment is especially pronounced, which is consistent with
its proposed status as the ancestral Ur-Tale. The noblewoman’s child is stung by a scorpion,
which results in inflammation, fever, shivering and profuse sweating. These symptoms of
venom poisoning are expressed figuratively in a related spell (AEMT 84) in which Isis has
caused a snake to bite Re.94 In distress, Re wails: “something has stung me, which I do not
know. It is not fire nor is it water – (though) my heart is seized with heat, my body is
trembling and my limbs are goose-flesh all over.”95 When Isis comes, he tells her: “a reptile
stung me without me seeing it. […] I feel colder than water and hotter than fire. My whole
body is covered with sweat; I tremble, my eyes are not stable and I do not see. Heaven pours
rain down into my face in the summertime!”96 Clearly, both the disrupted vision and
dripping face are due to the sweat pouring from Re’s brow into his eyes and down his
cheeks. However, in the spell where the noblewoman refuses Isis access to her house (AEMT
90), the figurative fire and unseasonal rain – metaphors of the stung child’s
inflammation/fever and sweating, respectively – are made concrete and applied to the house.
The text reads: “Tfn had entered under the leaves of the door and she stung the son of the
distinguished lady. The fire broke out in the house of the distinguished lady! There was no
water to extinguish it – rain poured down into the house of the distinguished lady, even
though it was not its proper time.”97 Since the insult related to the house, the punishment is
presented as doing the same.
One glaring discontinuity between the Egyptian and southern/central European historiolae
concerns gender: in the latter, the role of Isis is taken by a monk, a male saint and/or Jesus,
and many versions of the charm are distinctly misogynistic. A touchstone of the Greek
incantation is “Virtuous the landlord, cunning the housewife;”98 its Italian counterpart is
“Good husband, bad woman,”99 while the Hungarian versions speak of “a gentle master, and
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Dömötör (1972), 24-25.
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Dömötör (1972), 23-24; Pócs (2014), 895; Ilyefalvi (2017), 59-62 & 64.
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Borghouts (1978), 53.
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Passalis (2019), 383.
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of an angry mistress.”100 One of the Hungarian forms even generalises the dictum to “Cursed
womenfolk, pious man.”101 In contrast, there is no trace of anti-female sentiment in the
Egyptian prototype; all of its protagonists are female, the noblewoman acts alone, and the
role of the benevolent husband is filled by a generous marsh-girl who dwells in poverty near
the noblewoman’s house. It seems that the contrast between the harshness of the “woman of
substance” and the innocent vulnerability of the only males present – the unnamed child of
the noblewoman and his alter ego Horus, the unborn/young son of Isis – offered an
irresistible breeding-ground for male chauvinism. This must have occurred early in its
northerly transmission, given the misogyny evident in almost all of the European charms.
The Irish charm
Although the “bed of wattle/rushes, pillow of stone” charm is largely absent from western
continental Europe, it is very popular in Ireland: no less than 127 Irish versions have been
documented.102 It survives in Irish-speaking communities to the present day as Ortha an
Ghreama, literally a “Charm for Colic” or “Folk-Cure for a Stitch.”103 Although Western
societies now tend to use the term “colic” only in connection with persistent crying by
infants due to digestive problems such as wind/gas/bloat, traditional healers retain the premodern use of the term for any kind of bodily pain that starts and stops abruptly. Adult colic
is now thought to arise from the muscular contractions of a tubular organ, gland or vessel
(colon, gall bladder, ureter, etc.) that is attempting to relieve an obstruction by forcing its
contents past the blockage.104 The local sensation of pain is often severe, in which case the
condition may be accompanied by systemic symptoms such as sweating and vomiting.
Ortha an Ghreama is known almost exclusively through its Irish-language versions, and the
distribution of the charm indicates that it predates the 17th-century expansion of Anglophone
influence in Ireland.105 Gaelic equivalents are also known from Scotland.106 As with its
Egyptian and continental European counterparts, the narrative of Ortha an Ghreama is not a
recognised motif-type in the Aarne/Thompson/Uther folktale index.107
A representative example of the Irish charm is as follows.108 The Virgin Mary and her child
Jesus are travelling incognito through the Irish countryside. They seek lodgings for the night
at a house but are refused hospitality by the uncharitable housewife. Her kind-hearted
husband encounters the dispirited travellers as they are about to leave and allows them to
sleep on the coarse bundle of flax tow piled in a corner of the house,109 or else sleep in an
out-house or barn. During the night a terrible pain afflicts the man, and his wife asks the
guests if they know of any way to save him. Mary provides the cure by placing Jesus’s hand
on the site of the pain and reciting the incantation: “Fear mín agus bean bhorb, a d’fhág Mac
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Dé ina luighe sa gcolg.”110 Less commonly, Jesus does the touching and recitation
himself.111
The historiola and incantation is followed by the instruction: “Mary’s Mantle and the Five
Fingers of Jesus to be placed on the site of the stitch when it is at its most painful.” Mary’s
Mantle is undoubtedly Alchemilla vulgaris (Lady’s Mantle); in folk belief, the scalloped
leaves of this plant were thought to resemble the cloak of the Virgin Mary.112 Long
considered a wonder-working plant – Alchemilla has the same root as “alchemy” – it was a
popular medicinal herb whose roots and leaves “were used as poultices for bruises and
wound healing.”113 The Five Fingers of Jesus refers to the fact that, in the historiola, one of
Jesus’s hands was placed (usually by Mary) on the site of the pain.114 It is possible that the
instruction is an oblique reference to the cinquefoil plant (Potentilla sp.), also known as “The
Five Fingers of Mary,” as this genus serves as a herbal panacea.115 However, it is more likely
that it is just a direction to the healer to lay their hand on the source of the pain. As one
informant relates, “While saying the words the person working the charm must place his
hand on the diseased part.”116
Ancestry of the Irish charm
The foregoing synopsis of Ortha an Ghreama reveals several ways in which the Irish charm
conforms unusually closely to the Egyptian spell (AEMT 90). The most obvious one
concerns the composition of the travelling party. In sharp contrast to the continental
European charms, where – as we have seen – the travellers are always adult men,117 the Irish
charm has Mary and a young Jesus take the place of Isis and the child Horus. (As established
above, Horus – whether or not he is still in utero – is vicariously present with the fugitive
Isis as a young boy.) The group in the Irish charm therefore mirrors the age difference,
gender balance and kin relationship of the one in the Egyptian spell. Second, the most
unexpected feature of the Egyptian prototype – the fact that it is an innocent member of the
churlish woman’s household who falls ill – is usually present in the Irish charm too,118 as it is
in the example provided above. The intransigent Irishwoman has no son, so – as with the
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Ó Cuinn (1937-38). The Irish incantation will be translated in the next section.
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Cretan example adduced previously – it is her kindly husband who is stricken.119 Third, the
disease is often inflicted deliberately by one of the ill-treated guests; if so, the causality is
usually implied,120 although sometimes it is stated outright.121 In such cases, the narrative
may explain that “Jesus has deliberately inflicted the pain on the ‘man of the house’ so as to
teach his wife a lesson.”122 Fourth, it is typically the mother (Isis or Mary) who exhibits
mercy and intervenes with the cure, even though Horus-the-child is the iconic shield against
bites and stings on cippi and the Virgin Mary’s healing power actually comes from her son
Jesus.123 Fifth, just as the Egyptian noblewoman expressed contrition and gave away her
belongings to the poor marsh-girl, some versions of the Irish historiola end by recording that
the housewife “was ashamed and repented then for having been so cruel to them when they
asked her for lodgings. […] Our Saviour told her to be good-hearted and free with alms from
then on. He told her to always come to the help of the poor when they came calling. She
promised Him that she would and she kept that promise until her dying day.”124 None of the
cognate charms from continental Europe appear to record any remorse or atonement on the
part of the housewife. Sixth, there are similarities in how the spell/charm concludes. Just as
in the fuller records of the Egyptian spell, the incantation near the end of the Irish charm may
be followed by practical instructions to the healer as to what to apply to the wound; in both
cases, the focus is on plant products associated with poultices (barley/garlic and Lady’s
Mantle). To this list of similarities, a seventh and final one will be added in the next section.
In combination, all of these features bring the Irish charm closer to its Egyptian antecedent
than any of the versions from Sicily, mainland Italy, Crete, Greece, Hungary, Romania, etc.
Given this unusual closeness, one must wonder if the Egyptian spell might have made its
way to Ireland more directly, without being trafficked through the known southern/central
European route (i.e., via Italy or the Balkans). There is evidence that some early Coptic
monks did migrate to Ireland and settle there.125 For example, ceramic evidence suggests a
Coptic presence in Ireland as early as the 5th century CE.126 The litany of the early 9thcentury bishop St. Oengus in the Book of Leinster invokes “Morfesseor do manchaib
Egipt[e] I nDisiurt Uilaig,”127 the “heptad of Egyptian monks in Disert Uilaigh,”128 where
the toponym translates as “the Desert/Hermitage of Ullaigh,” possibly Dundesert, Co.
Antrim.129 Considered saints by Oengus, they may have predated him by many centuries.
The illuminated 9th-century CE manuscript known as the Book of Kells, arguably Ireland’s
best-known treasure, contains the earliest Madonna and Child image in any western
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manuscript.130 In his discussion of this page, Robert Ritner writes: “The origin of such a pose
would seem to lie in the ‘Galaktotrophousa’ or Isis-suckling-Horus imagery of Pharaonic
date, maintained into the Graeco-Roman period, which contributed the form for the Madonna
and Child statuary of Christian times.”131 He continues: “Thus the profile rendering in the
Kells manuscript points to an Egyptian tradition of millennia,” and specifically to
antecedents such as the Sinai Madonna.132 Elsewhere, he comments that the composition and
gestures of ancillary figures on the Madonna and Child page suggest a Coptic template, and
that the superabundance of intricate interlace is reminiscent both of Coptic frieze/textile
designs and of Late Period/Coptic funerary art.133 The fact that the ancillary figures are fanbearers – fans being wholly redundant in chilly Ireland, but “found in processional
representations of earliest Pharaonic Egypt”134 – is but one of many features that suggest an
Egyptian influence on Irish Christianity. Other examples include the decidedly Osirian
trappings of the Irish “Christ in Glory” motif and the resemblance of the four Evangelistcreatures to the Four Sons of Horus.135
Since Coptic missionary activity is widely credited with introducing a range of Egyptian
influences into early Irish Christianity,136 it is possible that a Coptic version of the Egyptian
spell might have travelled to Ireland with one or more of these clerics. However, such a
transmission is opposed by two factors: this type of spell seems to be unattested in the
surviving corpus of Coptic magic,137 and the incantation of Ortha an Ghreama reveals the
Irish charm’s affinity with its counterparts from southern/central Europe, whether Italian,
Balkan or Hungarian. The Irish incantation (given above in the original language) is
conventionally translated as “A gentle husband with a rude wife, she put the Son of God
lying in the flax.”138 The insular spell therefore preserves both the chauvinistic “good
husband, cruel wife” maxims of the continental versions, and the first half of their “bed of
wattle/rushes, pillow of stone” retorts as well. The Irish incantation is closest to the
Sicilian/Italian sayings, as these too fail to mention the stone pillow and some versions
emphasise how Jesus laid his hand on the source of the pain.139 Although puzzling, the
uneven geographic distribution of this charm type is not unprecedented. A narrative charm
for nightmare – Ortha an Tromluí, which is also known as The Virigin’s Dream, is another
Irish folk-remedy that “is similarly sparsely attested in western and central Europe, but very
common in southeast Europe and in Irish tradition. [...] These remarkable parallels between
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charms collected in areas that are neither geographically nor culturally adjacent point at
complex patterns of migration and a long shared history.”140
Most versions of Ortha an Ghreama position Mary and Jesus, either implicitly or explicitly,
as members of the Irish Traveller community.141 As Travellers have a particularly strong
belief in folk-charms,142 the healers among them would certainly have known, used and
identified with this one.143 Although it has now been established that the Irish Traveller
population is genetically unrelated to the Romani people of continental Europe, until recently
these indigenous itinerants (“Tinkers”) were imagined by the settled Irish to be Gypsies.144
Given that “Gypsy” is a corruption of the (itself inaccurate) identification of Romani people
as “Egyptian,”145 we have here an fortuitous closing of the circle – a linguistic, if doubly
erroneous, restitution of the spell/charm’s travelling party as Egyptians. As we shall see in the
next section, other (more legitimate) transformations also serve to return the narrative to
Egypt.
New Testament intertextuality
The colg that ends the Irish incantation is usually taken to be an abbreviation of colg lín,
“flax tow,”146 meaning the coarse, broken fibres that are removed from the woody inner
portion of the stalk during the preparation of linen from flax plants.147 This identification is
confirmed by versions of the charm in which the housewife refuses the travellers shelter
because a “scutcher” and his wife are already staying in the house,148 scutching being the
step that removes broken stem fragments from the flax fibres.149 From the generic meaning
of colg – “prickles”150 – one may conclude that flax tow is not comfortable to lie on; it seems
that the near-homonyms colg (flax tow) and codladh (sleep)151 are mutually exclusive
options.152 Some variants of Ortha an Ghreama replace colg with tolg, a “sleeping
compartment,”153 which is described as being on the side of the house.154 In the eyes of the
pious, of course, neither a scratchy bed nor a cold out-house would be appropriate for the
nocturnal repose of the Son of God. The charm usually indicates that the colic pain or stitch
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occurs in the victim’s side, sometimes the back155 – sites associated with biliary colic
(gallstones) or renal colic (kidney or urinary stones) rather than intestinal colic (obstructions
in the digestive system).156 Accordingly, as with the Egyptian and southern/central European
charms, the nature of the disease (nocturnal pain precluding sleep, unrelated to food) is
matched to the nature of the insult (inability to sleep on prickly bedding and/or in a shed). By
way of a seventh similarity between the Egyptian spell and Irish charm, we might note that
both attempt to relieve an excruciating and highly localised pain with sudden onset (scorpion
sting/snakebite or biliary/renal colic/stitch) whose intensity is often sufficient to trigger
systemic malaise (trembling, sweating, vomiting, etc.). In fact, the Irish root word – greama
= greim – can refer to an animal-bite as well to a sharp internal pain.157 The continental
charms relate to a range of less acute visceral or somatic symptoms (digestive problems,
backache, pains in parts of the torso, and tumour-like swellings or goitres) where parallels
with those arising from a venomous sting/bite may be less apparent.
In versions where the Irish housewife’s refusal to accommodate Mary and Jesus is justified on
the basis of existing guest commitments (e.g., the presence of a scutcher and his wife), the
redirection of the travellers to rough/external sleeping quarters is bound to evoke memories of
the Christian nativity story. Luke 2:7 tells how, accompanied by her husband Joseph, Mary
was obliged to give birth to Jesus in a barn or stable and “laid him in a manger; because there
was no room for them in the inn.” Even when the charm makes no mention of the house being
full, the obligatory invocation of “the Son of God lying in the flax” cannot fail to evoke the
canonical Christmas image of the baby Jesus lying amidst the hay of the cattle’s feedingtrough. It is therefore not surprising to find that Joseph also makes an occasional appearance
in the Ortha an Ghreama narrative,158 and that the backdrop is sometimes taken to be the
Nativity.159 If, as seems most likely, the Isis of AEMT 90 is pregnant with Horus at the time
when she is refused shelter, then the Irish charm variants that feature a pregnant Mary would
be particularly close to the Egyptian historiola, especially when (near its end) the dwelling to
which Isis was admitted is called a sA, i.e. a stable or byre (cowshed)160 – a usage that prompts
Klasens to comment that “The ‘stable’ […] has been opened to Isis, the houses of people
being closed to her, just as Mary in the Gospel found a haven in the stable of Bethlehem.”161
The Irish charm’s “Son of God lying in the flax” mantra reprises and transforms Luke’s
image of the Christ-child lying amidst the hay in the stable’s manger, of course, but – more
unexpectedly – it also provides an uncanny parallel to an epithet of Horus-the-child, namely
1r.w-Hr.y-wAD=f, “Horus who is upon his papyrus plants.”162 For good measure, flax and
papyrus are themselves parallels, both plants having been exploited since antiquity for the
fibres in their stems.163
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Given the precedents adduced in the previous paragraph, it requires only a small step to
reimagine the needy travellers of the charm as the Holy Family fleeing to Egypt from the
wrath of King Herod, who was intent on murdering the infant Jesus.164 And this step is indeed
sometimes taken; in his survey of Ortha an Ghreama variants, Mícheál Ó hAodha notes of
Mary and Jesus that “occasionally they are in exile in Egypt or running for their lives from
King Herod.”165 In such recastings it would seem that the spell/charm has accomplished a
conceptual round trip, with a temporally and geographically remote reflex of the Egyptian
spell returning the historiola to its native soil. Even the motivations for the travellers’
journeys are now perfectly aligned; each of the mothers (Isis and Mary) is fleeing to protect
her unborn/infant son from the murderous wrath of a powerful male (Seth and Herod,
respectively) who regards the child as a threat to his current or future kingship.166
Similarities between the mother/son pairs
Klasens correctly describes the Egyptian spell as “a moment [that] is taken from the myth of
Isis and the Horus child.”167 As iconographic and other overlaps have long been recognised
between the mother-and-child pairs Isis/Horus and Mary/Jesus, it is fitting that this late and
distant Irish reflex of the Egyptian spell should involve precisely this substitution. That it
should happen in the absence of direct contact with the Egyptian spell, and as a development
from continental intermediates in which the holy/divine travellers are all adult males, is quite
uncanny.
In Egyptian iconography of the lactans-type, depictions of both Isis and Mary show them
breastfeeding or offering the breast to their respective infants. This has long prompted
scholars to propose that images of the latter type were modelled directly on the former;168
Ritner, as we have already seen, considered that it was the “Isis-suckling-Horus imagery of
Pharaonic date, maintained into the Graeco-Roman period, which contributed the form for the
Madonna and Child statuary of Christian times.”169 Some scholars have demurred on the basis
that there appears to be a temporal gap between the last Isis lactans images (4th century CE)
and the first definite instances of Maria lactans (7th century CE).170 Nevertheless, as Sabrina
Higgins concedes in her 2012 review of the topic, “the similarities between the Isis and Maria
lactans-imagery are undeniable.171 While arguing that any appropriation must been limited in
extent and significance, she admits that “this specific Marian image may well have been
borrowed from the Isiac iconographic repertoire.”172 Other scholars take the iconographic
continuity as evidence that the entire cult of Mary in Egypt might have evolved directly out of
the country’s earlier worship of Isis.173
Similarities between Isis and Mary are not limited to iconography. R.E. Witt, in his
examination of theological and textual continuities between the two, points out that “The
Egyptian goddess who was equally ‘the Great Virgin’ (ۊwnt) and ‘Mother of the God’ was the
164
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object of the very same praises bestowed upon her successor. Mary, Virgin Mother of Jesus,
could gradually (and silently) replace the Graeco-Roman Isis-Sophia.”174
From the foregoing, it is not surprising that some scholars have also chosen to see the young
Horus and Jesus as cognates. There are Coptic legends which claim that Mary was pregnant
during the flight into Egypt (like Isis during the flight to Khemmis), and that Jesus was
actually born in the Fayum (an area near, and not dissimilar to, the Delta), spending his
childhood in Egypt.175 While accepting that Jesus was born in Bethlehem, the apocryphal
Arabic Infancy Narrative (ca. 6th century CE)176 has the Holy Family travel to Matarea, near
Cairo, when Jesus was a child.177 It continues: “Thence they came down to Memphis, and saw
Pharaoh, and remained three years in Egypt; and the Lord Jesus did in Egypt very many
miracles which are recorded neither in the Gospel of the Infancy nor in the perfect Gospel.”178
Thus Jesus, like Horus, was a divine child in/of Egypt.
On the Egyptology side, Horus-the-child is closely associated with the god Shed, who
primarily offers protection against desert animals such as scorpions and snakes. Although this
god’s name – from the root Sdi – primarily denotes one who recites (spells), it is
conventionally translated as “the Saviour” on the basis that Sdi can also mean “to rescue.”179
The same epithet is, of course, commonly used of Jesus, who in John 4:42 is called “the
Saviour of the world.” The Irish charm frequently uses the term Slánaitheoir (Saviour or
Redeemer) to indicate Jesus.180 Since Shed has the same iconography as Horus does on cippi
– a youth who grasps snakes and scorpions, while treading on two crocodiles – the two were
increasingly conflated as Horus-Shed; by the Late Period, Shed’s identity had largely been
subsumed by Horus.181 One therefore encounters, in translations of healing spells, statements
such as “I am Horus the Saviour (Sdw) who ensures protection (sAw) for you” (AEMT 123).182
The Egyptians thought of Horus-Shed and Isis lactans imagery as complementary, since both
relate to the Isis-Horus complex; on some Ptolemaic Isis lactans statues, the back of the
goddess’s throne bears a cippus-like image of the young Horus-Shed standing on two
crocodiles.183
Interestingly, some Christian texts grant Jesus powers similar to those of Horus-Shed. In Luke
10:19,184 Jesus says: “Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and
over all the power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you.” This promise is
developed and amplified in the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha,185 which commonly narrate
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instances of Jesus’s power over such animals during his childhood.186 For example, the
Infancy Gospel of Thomas (ca. 2nd century CE) and the Arabic Infancy Narrative tell how
Jesus’s brother James was out collecting sticks when he was bitten on the hand by a viper.
The young Jesus breathed upon the bite; James was healed, and the snake burst open.187 The
Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew (6-7th century CE) puts the same plot in a different setting: James
was gathering vegetables when a viper stuck his hand. The young Jesus ran up to him and
blew on his hand to cool it, whereupon James was healed and the viper died.188 The Arabic
Infancy Narrative also relates how a different boy was bitten by a venomous serpent while
taking eggs from a partridge nest. He was then carried by relatives to where the young Jesus
was holding court. Seemingly unconcerned by the boy’s agony, Jesus invited his entourage to
locate and kill the serpent. When the snake was found, it submitted to Jesus; he ordered it to
go and suck the poison from the boy, which it did.189 Jesus then cursed the snake, whereupon
it burst asunder. Finally, Jesus stroked the boy with his hand, and he was healed.190 The
narrative identifies the boy as Simon the Canaanite, who went on to become an apostle of
Jesus (Simon the Zealot).191 The Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew narrates how, during the flight
into Egypt, the travelling party were terrified by a sudden encounter with several serpents.
These were subdued by the infant Jesus, to whom they responded with adoration. Thereafter
“the young child Jesus, walking before them, commanded them to hurt no man. But Mary and
Joseph were very much afraid lest the child should be hurt by the serpents. And Jesus said to
them: Do not be afraid, [… for] all the beasts of the forest must needs be tame before me.
Lions and panthers adored him likewise, and accompanied them in the desert.”192 Like Horusthe-child on the crocodiles,193 the apocryphal boy Jesus was truly a Master of Animals.194
It is little wonder, then, that we find in Coptic magical papyri syncretisms such as “Jesus
Horus son of Isis went upon a mountain to rest,”195 or imagery on Byzantine gems and
amulets that Ritner feels obliged to dub “Christ on the Crocodiles.”196 Whether or not there
was genuine continuity between the cults of Isis/Horus and Mary/Jesus in Egypt, the thematic
overlap between the mother-and-son pairs in folk religion was considerable.
Discussion
In the course of this paper, we have traced the trajectory of a healing spell/charm from (at
least) the 4th century BCE to the 21st century CE, an interval of two and a half millennia. By
all appearances, this remarkable narrative charm began with an Isis/Horus historiola situated
in one well-watered fertile region – the Nile Delta – and ended with a Mary/Jesus historiola
situated in another one – the Emerald Isle, whence some Irish variants close the circle by
returning the story’s setting to Lower Egypt. In this last iteration, the motivation for the
186
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travellers’ journey aligns perfectly with that in the first; each of the mothers (Isis and Mary)
is fleeing to protect her unborn/infant son from the murderous wrath of a powerful male
(Seth and Herod, respectively) who sees the child as a threat to his claim or grip on the
throne. Even the mainstream version of the Irish charm, which situates the wandering Mary
and Jesus in Ireland, can be seen as inadvertently closing the circle; here, the itinerants are
identified as Irish Travellers, and thus a kind of Gypsy – a term derived from the word
“Egyptian.”
The spell/charm began in Egypt as a remedy for scorpion-sting and snakebite, but – since
Ireland does not naturally have animals of either type197 – it finished as a cure for another
kind of excruciating focal pain with sudden onset. Between the start and end of this
peregrination, the historiola’s protagonists morphed into adult holy men whose morality tale
served as a medieval precedent for curing a variety of aches, pains, swellings and digestive
problems in southern and central Europe.198
Previous studies of the spell/charm’s journey have been partial, focusing on its embodiments
in specific countries; there has not hitherto been an attempt to provide a holistic overview of
the data or to undertake a large-scale intercultural comparison of the spell/charm’s regional
forms. Prior scholarship on the subject of the continental European charms and their relations
may be summarised as follows. In 1972, Tekla Dömötör connected the Italian and Hungarian
versions of the charm with each other and – most perceptively – with the Egyptian spell, but
left unresolved the question of whether the European charms were descendants of the
Egyptian spell, or whether both were merely instances of a universal tale-type.199 She did not
know of the Greek or Irish charms.200 Subsequently, in addition to collating Hungarian
examples, Eva Pócs identified versions from Italy, Romania, Croatia and Serbia; a chapter on
“Bed of wattle/rushes, pillow of stone” charms in her 2014 book – which, as mentioned
earlier, is written in Hungarian – lists 46 types, based on over 500 examples.201 Haralampos
Passalis, who in 2019 presented the Greek charms, was aware of Pócs’s work and also knew
that Barbara Hillers had flagged the existence of insular counterparts to the continental
charms in Ireland and Scotland,202 but did not go beyond a perfunctory mention of these facts
in a footnote.203 Similarly, he was aware (via Pócs) of Dömötör’s findings,204 but did not
mention this until his final footnote,205 where the matter rested without further comment.
Prior scholarship on the Irish charm and its cognates may be summarised as follows. Early
comments were often quite inaccurate. For example, in 1932, the editor of the Irish folklore
journal Béaloideas incorrectly stated that the Ortha an Ghreama charm was rare in Ireland;206
he also recommended Friedrich Ranke’s 1911 book, Der Erlöser in der Wiege,207 as “an
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excellent study of the tale,” whereas Ranke’s book deals with an entirely different tale-type.208
Two narrations of the charm in Irish were sound-recorded in 1931, and an awareness of its
variants began to grow.209 During 1958-69, transcripts of those two audio recordings were
included in an Irish linguistic atlas.210 In a 2019 book chapter, Hillers noted the popularity of
Ortha an Ghreama and connected the charm with its continental counterparts,211 but made no
mention of the Egyptian spell. In 2020, Mícheál Ó hAodha presented an extensive survey of
the Irish Ortha an Ghreama charm,212 but was very focused on its Irish Traveller dimension;
accordingly, he did not mention the charm’s continental European counterparts at all, nor
acknowledge the existence of an ancient Egyptian antecedent. At the Irish end, the only
awareness of the latter seems to reside in identical comments at the end of two entries in the
Doegen Records Web Project, a Royal Irish Academy platform that provides online access to
the audio recordings made in 1931.213 The comments acknowledge that the Irish charm has
medieval counterparts from continental Europe, and – citing Dömötör – says that “It can
ultimately be traced back to ancient Egyptian tradition, whereby the religious characters
involved were Isis and Osiris, rather than the Christian holy family.” Of course, the characters
in question were not Isis and Osiris but Isis and Horus, a pairing with profoundly different
connotations. Moreover, Dömötör had not demonstrated a lineal descent of the European
charms from the Egyptian spell, having merely identified them as representing the same type
of faith-healing charm for which she thought a lineal connection – via unknown Hellenistic
intermediates – was “imaginable.”214 The Doegen entries may perhaps be forgiven for
overstating the relationship established by Dömötör, for their language follows that used by
Pócs.215
Dömötör registered just two points in favour of the European charms being descended from
the ancient Egyptian spell, both of them quite general. First, she noted that magical formulae
were known to be capable of widespread dissemination and great adaptability and
longevity.216 Second, she observed that – in both the Egyptian and European embodiments –
the healing charm/spell was also a morality tale, a combination which she regarded as
uncommon.217 The present paper builds on this foundation by pointing out a telltale similarity
between the Egyptian spell and Cretan and Greek versions of the European charm that were
unknown to Dömötör – Mediterranean survivals that seem to reflect more closely the missing
Hellenistic intermediates. The paper also identifies seven other potential echoes of the
Egyptian spell – some more convincing than others – in the southern/central European
charms, and points out a continuity across the entire corpus of historiolae which is particularly
pronounced in the Egyptian one, consistent with its proposed status as Ur-Tale. Collectively,
these findings significantly strengthen the argument in favour of a genetic relationship
between the Egyptian spell and the European charms. The simplest model has the latter as
lineal descendants of the former, but the possibility of divergent descent from a lost common
208
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ancestor – to which the Egyptian spell would be much closer than any European charm –
cannot be excluded. Either way, the gulf between the Egyptian and European embodiments
should not be underestimated; the Christian charms (whether from southern, central or
northwestern Europe) all cluster as close relatives once the Egyptian spell is added into the
comparison.
The closing of circles has become something of a leitmotif in this paper, so here is another
instance: the present paper itself closes a circle by informing the Egyptological community of
the far-flung travels of the Egyptian spell’s descendants, knowledge of which has hitherto
remained hidden in the backwaters of European folklore research. Dömötör published her
observation of an Egyptian antecedent to the Hungarian and Italian charms in the Swedish
journal Arv – Tidskrift för Nordisk Folkminnesforskning [Arv – Journal of Scandinavian
Folklore], a specialist periodical held by relatively few libraries and certainly not standard
reading for Egyptologists. Thereafter, the few citations of her discovery that exist have been
confined to publications on European folklore and ethnography, often written in Hungarian.
The present paper redresses this neglect and provides, from an Egyptological perspective, an
overview of the spell/charm in its Egyptian, Italian, Greek, Hungarian, Romanian, Serbian
and Irish embodiments. For two of these countries – Greece and Ireland – it relies on crucial
data that have only been published the last two years.218 It notes the extraordinary fact that the
Irish versions of the charm have many more features in common with the Egyptian spell than
the southern/central European versions, and enquires into how the Egyptian Isis-and-Horus
historiola could have morphed into an Irish Mary-and-Jesus one.
As we saw in the previous section, the thematic overlap between the mother-and-son pairs
Isis/Horus and Mary/Jesus in folk religion was considerable. One could easily imagine Isis
and Horus-the-child being replaced by Mary and the Christ-child in spells for protection and
healing during the period in which Egypt became Christianised. However, as mentioned
above, it is much harder to comprehend why this substitution should have happened at great
remove from Egypt and long after Isis and Horus had been replaced by one or two adult men,
even if one of those men was often a fully-grown Jesus. As concluded earlier, the possibility
that a Christian form of the Egyptian spell might have made its way to Ireland with Coptic
missionaries rather than by diffusing to Ireland via the known southern/central European route
is not consistent with the close affinity between the Irish incantation (“A gentle husband with
a rude wife, she put the Son of God lying in the flax”) and its counterparts from Italy, the
Balkans and Hungary (“Good husband, cruel wife; bed of wattle/rushes”). As such sentiments
are entirely lacking from the Egyptian spell, the Irish charm – or at least that part of it – must
be derived from the known southern and/or central European versions. The possibility of a
hybrid transmission – the arrival in Ireland via missionary monks of a Coptic version (which
contributed the Mary/Jesus historiola and a now-lost incantation) plus a later arrival of the
southern/central European version (whose incantation ended up replacing the earlier one) –
cannot formally be discounted, but it seems improbable and there is no evidence to support it.
Presumably the strong element of Marian devotion in Irish Catholicism played a substantial
part in determining the final identity of the travelling duo. The appreciation of Mary in the
Irish church began in the 6th century CE with the teachings of St. Columbanus and St.
Columcille.219 From the 7th century comes a hymn of St. Colman in honor of the Blessed
218
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Virgin, which was considered a powerful protection against plague.220 Marian veneration in
the 8th century is evidenced by the liturgy of the Stowe Missal (where Mary takes first
position in the opening litany of saints) and by Cú Chuimne’s Hymn to Mary.221 Dated to the
same century is a striking Irish-language litany in honour of Mary,222 which includes the
epithets “Mother of the Orphans,” “Breast of the Infants,” “Queen of Life” and “Powerful
Mistress of Heaven and Earth.”223 In the 9th century, we find the praise-poems of
Blathmac,224 as well as the Book of Kells, whose Madonna and Child image we have already
discussed. The 11th-century Liber Hymnorum contains much evidence of Marian
veneration.225 Irish Marianism was well entrenched by the time of the ca. 13th-century hymn,
“The Protecting Corselet of Mary,”226 and has remained vigorous ever since.227
While the longue durée of the Egyptian spell and its descendants is impressive, it is not
without precedent. A Babylonian “Incantation Against Tooth-Worm” (Akkadian, 10-4th
century BCE) seems to have diffused slowly into south-eastern and central Europe. A
fragmentary 1st-2nd century CE charm in Greek from Carnuntum228 – a Roman site in Austria
– suggests that Hellenistic forms were intermediates in this transmission.229 Many
Christianised versions of the Greek charm are known from later times.230 In the Balkans,
unofficial prayers in Greek were first translated into Church Slavonic, and the resulting
Slavonic prayer-charms were later translated into local vernaculars such as Romanian,
Serbian and Bulgarian.231 Some of these exorcistic prayers bear a remarkable resemblance to
the Babylonian incantation; the ones in question are directed against a malefic entity called
the QHåLG or năjit which afflicts the head and – especially – the teeth.232
Impressive survival and diffusion is not unique to textual motifs. As intimated earlier, the
Horus cippus is an Egyptian form of the widely-diffused “Master/Mistress of Animals”
motif,233 which originated in Mesopotamia during the Ubaid period (6-5th millennium
BCE).234 The cippus was popular in Egypt from the 8th century BCE to the 2nd century CE.235
During this time, its iconographic scheme diffused back into the Ancient Near East and
morphed into the imagery on Lamashtu amulets (1st millennium BCE), where the destructive
demoness Lamashtu took the place of Horus.236 The visual scheme of the Horus cippus may
also have travelled far to the north into Eurasia, perhaps with the Scythians; it seems to be
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recapitulated in the bronze “goddess plaques” of the 7-8th centuries CE made by Permian
peoples from the Ural region of northern Eurasia.237
Such textual and iconographic survivals span millennia, suggesting that apotropaic and
curative motifs are able to traverse great distances in time and space and are amenable to
appropriation and repurposing by unrelated cultures.238 Given such precedents, we should
probably not be too surprised by an ancient Egyptian Isis-and-Horus spell that ultimately
found itself reinvented as an Irish-language Mary-and-Jesus charm. The parallels between the
Egyptian and Irish embodiments reveal the underlying cohesion of the Egyptian/European
corpus of AEMT 90 cognates, insofar as the last generation in the line of descent has reverted
to a form close to the ancestral Ur-Tale. That some variants of the Irish charm should actually
have returned the setting of the narrative to Egypt is, of course, extraordinary.
Conclusion
The present paper has traced the remarkable trajectory of a healing spell/charm over an
interval of two and a half millennia. This narrative charm began (at the latest) in 4th-century
BCE Egypt with a moral-laden Isis-and-Horus historiola set in the Delta, whose story
provided an incantation to cure scorpion-sting and snakebite (AEMT 90). The spell then
diffused into southern and central Europe, where the historiola’s protagonists morphed into
adult holy men whose misogynistic morality tale – “good man, bad woman; bed of wattle,
pillow of stone” – provided an incantation for curing a variety of aches, pains, swellings and
digestive problems. The European folk-charm ultimately reached Ireland, where the
moralising historiola took the form of a Mary-and-Jesus tale called Ortha an Ghreama,
which provided an incantation to cure adult colic. The cure became very popular in Ireland,
where it is still known to this day. Remarkably, this charm – in which Mary and a young
Jesus travel incognito in Ireland – shares many more features with the ancient Egyptian spell
than do the latter’s southern/central European counterparts. Some Irish variants fully close
the circle of the spell’s travels by returning the narrative setting to Lower Egypt. In such
cases, the motivation for the travellers’ journey is exactly the same as in the original
Egyptian spell; each of the mothers (Isis and Mary) is fleeing to protect her unborn/infant
son from the murderous wrath of a powerful male (Seth and Herod, respectively) who sees
the child as a threat to his kingship.
The present paper adds to existing scholarship by pointing out specific similarities between
the Egyptian spell and versions of the European charm that have until now gone unremarked.
Collectively, these findings significantly strengthen the argument that the European versions
of the charm are distant but genuine descendants of the Egyptian spell. The paper also
informs, for the first time, the Egyptological and Coptological communities of the far-flung
travels of the Egyptian spell. Even European folklorists lack a “big picture” view of its
trajectory because most of the relevant information has been fragmented across studies that
restrict themselves to a single country, language or cultural bloc. The present paper provides,
from an Egyptological perspective, an overview and comparison of the spell/charm in its
Egyptian, Italian, Greek, Hungarian, Romanian, Serbian and Irish embodiments; for Greece
and Ireland, it is able to exploit essential data that have only recently become accessible. It
notes the extraordinary fact that the Irish versions of the charm have many more features in
common with the Egyptian spell than the southern/central European versions, and enquires
237
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into how the Egyptian Isis-and-Horus historiola could have morphed into an Irish Mary-andJesus one. It considers the possibility that a Christian form of the Egyptian spell might have
made its way to Ireland with Coptic monks rather than diffusing via the southern/central
European route, but ultimately is obliged to reject that hypothesis. Instead, it views the
uncanny parallels between the Egyptian and Irish embodiments as evidence for the latent
unity of the Egyptian/European corpus of AEMT 90-like charms as a whole – a family in
which the underpinning tale-type periodically closes the circle by recapitulating the
configuration of the ancestral Ur-Tale.
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